Journal Articles:

*Links are to the abstract. To request the full text of these scholarly articles e-mail Ronan Hegarty.*


The following news items should all be available to read full text without any need for a log in.

**Recent News:**

- **Viagra can be sold over the counter**
- **HPV vaccine uptake increases following information campaign**
- **New heart drug becomes available to patients**
- **FDA Warns Companies Marketing Unproven Products, Derived From Marijuana, that Claim to Treat or Cure Cancer**
- **Irish patients waiting longer for new drugs, say pharma firms**
- **Pharmacy chain to create 70 jobs in 12 new stores**
- **Adult MS drug benefits children too**
- **Public encouraged to report drug side-effects**
- **Brexit relocation: European Medicines Agency to leave Canary Wharf for Amsterdam**
- **New drug shows potential as a different kind of antidepressant in mouse trials**
- **Cancer drugs may offer new way to control high blood pressure**
- **When HIV drugs don't cooperate**

**Useful Websites and Mobile Apps for drug information**

HSE staff have access to the electronic version of the BNF, BNF for Children and Stockley’s Drug Interactions. Go to [this page](#) for access. If accessing from outside the HSE computer network you will need to log in using your OpenAthens account, then click on dashboard to reach our subscribed publications.

Drug information can also be obtained from our point-of-care tools. [UpToDate](#) provides both drug information as well as a drugs interactions section. [DynaMed Plus](#) also provides drug information. Simply put the name of the drug into the search box to access the required information. [ClinicalKey](#) also contains a drug monographs section.

To access these tools outside of the network, you will need to have an OpenAthens account, please click [here](#) to set one up.

Apps are also available for these 3 point-of-care tools. Contact [ronan.hegarty@hse.ie](mailto:ronan.hegarty@hse.ie) for more information.
eBooks relating to Medicine/Drugs/Pharmacology

Several useful ebooks related to this topic can be found from the books section of ClinicalKey. To access these ebooks outside of the network, you will need to have an OpenAthens account, please click here to set one up.

This quarter’s featured ebook is Medical Pharmacology and Therapeutics.

The fourth edition of Medical Pharmacology and Therapeutics provides a complete basis for learning about safe and effective prescribing of modern medicines. It offers all the pharmacology medical students will need - from basic science pharmacology and pathophysiology, through to clinical pharmacology and therapeutics, in line with today’s integrated curricula. The disease-based approach and clear presentation of how drugs are used in clinical practice sets it apart from other texts and helps make it such an invaluable guide for all health professionals from the start of their course until after they have qualified.

A direct link to the ebook is available here.